**VERIFIABLE BUSINESS HEALTH METRICS ON U.S. PRIVATE & PUBLIC COMPANIES**

BizQualify provides business health metrics on **4,000 U.S. public companies and 13 million U.S. private companies**. BQ leverages auditable filings from the IRS and Dept. of Labor that pertain to employee benefit plans (e.g., healthcare, 401k, profit sharing), from which over 250 fields are derived. For capital markets, BQ provides employment trends, credit events, and ESG (governance) issues and is being used for equities, fixed income, macro, and munis, as well as private equity and investment banking. In addition, BQ provides precise employment, revenue, EBITDA, industry classification, and credit metrics and is being used for B2B sales acceleration, corporate credit, KYC, and compliance.

**Data Features**

Monthly updates & historical data back to 2010. The data is:

- Verifiable: due diligence equivalent to IRS tax returns.
- Predictive: stock price returns, bankruptcy, customer engagement.
- Ideal for private companies: standardized financial filings for private & public companies.

**Financial Metrics**

250+ financial metrics derived from IRS filings, including:

- Growth & trends: track employment & revenue indicators over 5+ years.
- Financial indicators: profit-sharing, 401k contributions, insurance plans.
- Firmographics: derived from IRS filings and scraped corporate websites.

**Solutions**

- **Public company analysis:** for the equity analyst, quant or institutional investor

- **Private company analysis:** for the investment banker, PE professional or VC

**Use Cases**

- Fundamental research
- Quantitative analysis
- Accounting analytics
- Pension obligations analysis
- Due diligence
- Prospecting
- Sales acceleration
- Master data management
- Know your customer

**Data Products**

1. U.S. public company IRS metrics & trends (4k tickers)
2. Pension liabilities of U.S. public companies (800 tickers)
3. Form 5500 filer IRS metrics & trends (1M companies)
4. U.S. company universe firmographics (13M+ companies)
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